Daily Oral Language

&

Combining Sentences

Name: ________________________________________

Date: ________________________________________
How to complete your daily D.O.L pages?

1. **READ EACH PAGE CAREFULLY**

2. **FIX** the mistakes
   a. Identify spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and grammar errors

3. **COMBINE THE SENTENCES**
   a. Combine the sentences given to make ONE (1) sentence.
   b. Use conjunctions to do this
   c. Conjunctions are listed on next page (pg. 3)
Some Conjunctions

A  after  although  and  as  as far as  as how  as if  as long as  as soon as  
as though  as well as

B  because  before  both  but

E  either  even if  even though

F  for

H  how  however

I  if  if only  in case  in order that

N  neither  nor  now

O  once  only  or

P  provided

R  rather than

S  since  so  so that

T  than  that  though  till

U  unless  until

W  when  whenever  where  whereas  wherever  whether  while

Y  yet
**DOL Assignment #1:**

**Fix the mistakes:**

Dr. and Mrs. Jr. Stone went to Everglades National Park in Florida.

**Combine the sentences:**

Giant waves washed the beach. Sea gulls flew overhead.
DOL Assignment #2:

Fix the mistakes:
last Tuesday we read about africas
victoria falls

Combine the sentences:
Bob's hair is wavy. Bob's hair is
brown. Bob's hair is very short.
DOL Assignment #3:

Fix the mistakes:
the dinosaurs were sleeping on there feet

Combine the sentences:
The kitchen chair needs to be repaired. The back has fallen off.
DOL Assignment #4:

Fix the mistakes:

you go inside and sit down she sail. no
he replied.

Combine the sentences:

The book was about wildlife. The book
was on the table.
DOL Assignment #5:

Fix the mistakes:
last spring we read about a swiss village in geography class

Combine the sentences:
Flowers had been planted in the garden. Jim had planted them.
DOL Assignment #6:

Fix the mistakes:

has my uncle purchased german potato salad at the deli?

Combine the sentences:

The potted tulip was a gift. The tulip is dying. Grandma gave it.
DOL Assignment #7:

Fix the mistakes:

do mr And mrs colena attends a
baptist church in iowa

Combine the sentences:
The clock was broken. The clock was
digital. It was brown.
DOL Assignment #8:

Fix the mistakes:
the french poodle were taken to
uptown grooming shop

Combine the sentences:
The chef cut fish. The chef was Asian. The chef was mad.
DOL Assignment #9:

Fix the mistakes:

in english our class enjoyed the book roll of thunder, hear my cry

Combine the sentences:

The restaurant served breakfast. Jill didn't want to go there.
DOL Assignment #10:

Fix the mistakes:
has you visited the kansas state fair
each day, wendy

Combine the sentences:
The milk is sour. Tom left it out. The milk is chocolate.
DOL Assignment #11:

Fix the mistakes:

my aunt mary brang carnation ice cream at martins drugstore

Combine the sentences:

The vase was broken. It lay in small pieces. It was an antique.
DOL Assignment #12:

Fix the mistakes:
has fannys fudge factory moves
downtown to brookside drive

Combine the sentences:
Jill is an only child. She is spoiled. She is allowed to do anything.
DOL Assignment #13:

Fix the mistakes:

a alaskan cruise are scheduled to leave for the island

Combine the sentences:

The juice is orange. The juice is gross.
The juice is spilled.
DOL Assignment #14:

Fix the mistakes:
the papago indian are located in eastern Arizona

Combine the sentences:
The children played in the sand. They laughed. They made castles.
DOL Assignment #15:

Fix the mistakes:

georgia is located in the south

Combine the sentences:

Dr. Ed is a veterinarian. He gave our dog a shot. Our dog was sick.
DOL Assignment #16:

Fix the mistakes:

should i had ask grandma to meet us
at rustlers restaurant

Combine the sentences:

Lori's mother is in the church choir.
She sang solo. She sings good.
DOL Assignment #17:

Fix the mistakes:

the red cross meets last friday with governor jonas t phelps

Combine the sentences:

The car stalled. It was in the intersection. It was raining.
DOL Assignment #18:

Fix the mistakes:

the books title is success through a positive mental attitude

Combine the sentences:

A ring was lost. It had emeralds and diamonds. It was worth a lot.
DOL Assignment #19:

Fix the mistakes:

did Napoleon lost at the battle of Waterloo

Combine the sentences:

The horse roamed the countryside. It was black. It was homeless.
DOL Assignment #20:

Fix the mistakes:

we seen judge barnworths car at a kiwanis club meeting

Combine the sentences:

The show would soon begin. It was a puppet show. It was crowded
DOL Assignment #21:

Fix the mistakes:

last summer our family gone to
yellowstone national park

Combine the sentences:

The child is lost. The child is crying.

She is looking for her mom.
DOL Assignment #22:

Fix the mistakes:

did the byu cougars won the championship

Combine the sentences:

The muskrat ran down the stairs. It was black. It bit me.
DOL Assignment #23:

Fix the mistakes:
we seen mr dudleys car at the store

Combine the sentences:
The movie will soon begin. It is a scary show. It isn't crowded.
DOL Assignment #24:

Fix the mistakes:

last year our school goes to hogle zoo

Combine the sentences:

The dog is hurt. The dog is yelping. It is looking for its owner.
DOL Assignment #25:

Fix the mistakes:

i luv livin in spanish fark

Combine the sentences:

The truck crawled down Main Street.

It was slow. It stunk.
DOL Assignment #26:

Fix the mistakes:

i brung my coat to gives to them

homeless ones

Combine the sentences:

The game will soon begin. The band is playing. It is televised.
DOL Assignment #27:

Fix the mistakes:
dunt make me mad, ricky said to lucy

Combine the sentences:
The car is small. The carpet is red. It smells like fish.
DOL Assignment #28:

Fix the mistakes:
that there movie were just totally stupid

Combine the sentences:
The turtle crawled down the hill. It was slow. It was small.
DOL Assignment #29:

Fix the mistakes:

i gives all my homework time to my english essay

Combine the sentences:

The show will soon end. That's good because it was stupid.
DOL Assignment #30:

Fix the mistakes:

i stays up late watching who wants to be a millionaire

Combine the sentences:

The man is tall. His hair is red. He smells like eggs.
DOL Assignment #31:

Fix the mistakes:

you're sister sat the table and your to
wash the dishes

Combine the sentences:

The boys camped. They rode horses.
They sailed at the lake.
DOL Assignment #32:

Fix the mistakes:

food costs have raised this year said

mr lopez

Combine the sentences:

We will visit two French people. We will visit one English person.
DOL Assignment #33:

Fix the mistakes:

i gots up early to washes me clothes

Combine the sentences:

Ben is tough. Ben never whines. Madec always complains.
DOL Assignment #34:

Fix the mistakes:
when i was in the south last year i
gone to fort henry

Combine the sentences:
The hamburger was in the street. It
was smashed. It was stinky.
DOL Assignment #35:

**Fix the mistakes:**

didn't you're teacher learn you nothing about the election

**Combine the sentences:**
The song just began. I like the beat. Turn up the radio.
DOL Assignment #36:

Fix the mistakes:
the edgewood clinic is located on terry street in anoka idaho.

Combine the sentences:
The man is smart. His eyes are brown.
He ran down the road.
DOL Assignment #37:

Fix the mistakes:

if you give the puppy to pam she well
see that its taken home

Combine the sentences:

The safe was in the hotel. It was
heavy. It had lots of money in it.
DOL Assignment #38:

Fix the mistakes:

us girls is going to susans slumber party tonight

Combine the sentences:

The Lions lost the game. The Tigers won. The game was short.
DOL Assignment #39:

Fix the mistakes:

the oil from that there tanker was leak in the beach

Combine the sentences:

The stock went up. The stock was expensive. The stock is new.
DOL Assignment #40:

Fix the mistakes:
if yous guys give the alien to tom he
gonna wash it with dish soap

Combine the sentences:
The tiger roared in the cage. The zoo
was large. The zoo was open.
DOL Assignment #41:

Fix the mistakes:

sam said why don’t we go home then
john said no way

Combine the sentences:

The radio was in the car. It was loud.
It thumped.
DOL Assignment #42:

Fix the mistakes:

the paint from them cans were leakin
on the table

Combine the sentences:

The dog jumped up. He was a German Shepherd. He is young.
DOL Assignment #43:

Fix the mistakes:

wow bat man i gotsta go home

Combine the sentences:

The bear stole our lunch. The bear growled. The bear was brown.
DOL Assignment #44:

Fix the mistakes:

the japanese mafia stealed trained monkeys to robbing banks

Combine the sentences:

The tape was in the car. It melted. It was a hot day.
DOL Assignment #45:

Fix the mistakes:

the juice from thems oranges were tasty on me tongue

Combine the sentences:

The man ran away. The alarm went off. The police came.
DOL Assignment #46:

Fix the mistakes:

you're dog are smart to just lay in the shade on such a hot day

Combine the sentences:

The water is cold. I jumped in. The water is rushing.
DOL Assignment #47:

Fix the mistakes:

the repair man just spoke in pig latin and didn't fix me clock

Combine the sentences:

The chair was brown. It was in the kitchen. It smashed into pieces.
DOL Assignment #48:

Fix the mistakes:

the last day john kellys latest book is really exciting

Combine the sentences:

The book was good. I checked it out.

It was overdue.
DOL Assignment #49:

Fix the mistakes:

my friends they has ate at conner park many times and play game to

Combine the sentences:

Girls like the picture. It is pink. The picture is bright.
DOL Assignment #50:

Fix the mistakes:

hasnt the boys never catched any fish
in the luck river

Combine the sentences:

The model plane was cool. It flew fast. Then it crashed in the field.
DOL Assignment #51:

Fix the mistakes:
mrs jacob have you ever went to the catskill mountains and hiked

Combine the sentences:
The wedding was beautiful. We ate cake. The bride was beautiful.
DOL Assignment #52:

Fix the mistakes:
my social studies teacher learned me
that africa is by the ocean

Combine the sentences:
Dogs like the food. It is brown. I
bought it at Macey’s.
DOL Assignment #53:

Fix the mistakes:

there is **too many** commas in **your** paragraph but it's still good

Combine the sentences:

The rain was cold. It came down fast.

I don’t have an umbrella.
DOL Assignment #54:

Fix the mistakes:

Saturday morning Carl and me sold forty six copies of the LA times

Combine the sentences:

The newspaper is heavy. It has two sections. It landed on my toe.
DOL Assignment #55:

Fix the mistakes:

turtle yelled don’t pull my hair but
doug said hush up you midget

Combine the sentences:

Bob is very smart. He draws pictures.
He makes people laugh.
DOL Assignment #56:

Fix the mistakes:

we drived all night but i wouldn't want to do that again

Combine the sentences:

He can drive a car. He drives fast. He has gotten five tickets.
DOL Assignment #57:

Fix the mistakes:

after looking for hours they still
couldn't find me and george

Combine the sentences:

Grandpa is heavy. He eats a lot of pie.
He looks like Santa Claus.
DOL Assignment #58:

Fix the mistakes:

betty has your mother let you put

you’re money in the zions bank

Combine the sentences:

Thomas is a tank engine. He pulls rail cars. He is happy.
DOL Assignment #59:

Fix the mistakes:
anglicanism the state religion of
england began with henry viii

Combine the sentences:
He goes to church. He drives fast. He
is late.
DOL Assignment #60:

Fix the mistakes:

did you finish memorize the poem ode to the west wind

Combine the sentences:

He is on the boat. The wind blows. The boat sways, tipps, and sinks.
DOL Assignment #61:

Fix the mistakes:
did milton the english poet right the long poem paradise lost

Combine the sentences:
Sally is short. She draws pictures.
Sally need a new hobby.
DOL Assignment #62:

Fix the mistakes:

they'll seems to be many problems
with them too companies

Combine the sentences:

She works in a white building. It is in Washington. It has guards.
DOL Assignment #63:

Fix the mistakes:

them too have fighted since

kindergarten but being apart is best

Combine the sentences:

She lives on Como Avenue. Her house is big. Her house is white.
DOL Assignment #64:

Fix the mistakes:

darrel announced I is ready to jump through the center of the earth

Combine the sentences:

John isn’t human. He seems rather strange. He might be an alien.
DOL Assignment #65:

Fix the mistakes:

i got scared readin’ the story the
monsters are eating maple street!

Combine the sentences:

He drives cars. He drives like Mario.

He has been in five crashes.
DOL Assignment #66:

Fix the mistakes:
cents i need to make it home you
needs to drive with common since

Combine the sentences:
It is Friday. Friday rocks! Friday is the day I go out to dinner.
DOL Assignment #67:

Fix the mistakes:

john yelled don’t step on my toe and
jane said leave me alone

Combine the sentences:

Joe is slow. He makes dumb jokes. He
is like my English teacher.
DOL Assignment #68:

Fix the mistakes:

she gone to the tower to do some dancin friday night

Combine the sentences:

He can’t dance to the song. He has no rhythm. Make him stop.
DOL Assignment #69:

Fix the mistakes:

after looking for wheaties i choose to
buy corn flakes insteads

Combine the sentences:

I need to lose weight. I love pie and
ice cream. Help me.
DOL Assignment #70:

Fix the mistakes:

George said watch out for the mower
John yelled ouch

Combine the sentences:

George mows the lawn. It is a big yard. It is wet and green.
DOL Assignment #71:

Fix the mistakes:
yous guys take me to the march of dimes haunted house right now

Combine the sentences:
He can’t sing. He has no tone. He needs lessons.
DOL Assignment #72:

Fix the mistakes:

I buys my pizzas at pizza hut and dominos

Combine the sentences:

I lost my ring. It has 10 diamonds on it. I must find it.
DOL Assignment #73:

Fix the mistakes:

Spring are here and I is glad, please help me with my vocab.

Combine the sentences:

Thomas dug the hole. The tree is large. It needs to be planted.
DOL Assignment #74:

Fix the mistakes:

Watch out Wal Mart is coming to town?

Combine the sentences:

He is poor. He lost his job. He needs money.
DOL Assignment #75:

Fix the mistakes:

I likes burgers and fries at wendys
but not at mcdonalds

Combine the sentences:

I saw Mission Impossible Two. It stunk. I want my money back.
DOL Assignment #76:

Fix the mistakes:
my sister Anita speaks Arabic and studies Iranian customs

Combine the sentences:
The boy is studying ants. He is doing a project. He is excited.
DOL Assignment #77:

Fix the mistakes:

them dentists comes here daily to fix broke teeth

Combine the sentences:

The speaker was funny. She was tall.

She spoke about math.
DOL Assignment #78:

Fix the mistakes:
the vaccine were being given by
doctors at the holy cross hospital

Combine the sentences:
Measles is a childhood disease. Tim has measles. Tim will be gone.
DOL Assignment #79:

Fix the mistakes:
the german language teacher are ill
with the asian flu

Combine the sentences:
The dog is happy. He was just fed. He
is overweight. He eats a lot.
DOL Assignment #80:

Fix the mistakes:
while we was in san francisco we cross
the golden gate bridge

Combine the sentences:
We sat on a rock. We were throwing
pebbles. A train sped by.
DOL Assignment #81

Fix the mistakes:
are columbian tea or folger's coffee
served at hungry boy restaurant

Combine the sentences:
We visited San Diego. We went sailing. We fished and surfed.
**DOL Assignment #82**

Fix the mistakes:

the club does meets at the st marks community hospital

Combine the sentences:

A squirrel ran. It jumped. It bit my leg. I screamed.
DOL Assignment #83

Fix the mistakes:
dawns siamese cat have been found by
officer brown

Combine the sentences:
Miss James talked. We took notes.
We got confused in class.
DOL Assignment #84

Fix the mistakes:
the dree middle school were open on
presidents’ day

Combine the sentences:
We moved. We moved in March of
1990. We moved to Idaho.
DOL Assignment #85

Fix the mistakes:

doctor hughes the veterinarian needs an african elephant liver

Combine the sentences:

The baby Polar Bear was cute. It was white. It had puffy hair.
DOL Assignment #86

Fix the mistakes:

officer jones pulled them womans
from the burnin' ford bronco

Combine the sentences:

The boy whispered. He watched Mr. Buck. He didn't want points.
DOL Assignment #87

Fix the mistakes:

i sits in line for two hour to get me drivers license

Combine the sentences:

My taxes are due. I am poor. I am sad. Now I need a loan.
DOL Assignment #88

Fix the mistakes:

sam yelled double dutch while karen
screamed no way

Combine the sentences:

The grass is green. The air is warm. I
can tell that spring is here.
Fix the mistakes:

i meet james at walmart to get some of them cheap yella’ bananas

Combine the sentences:

The store is big. It has everything. I got lost. Please help me.
DOL Assignment #90

Fix the mistakes:

the colossus scares me when i gone to lagoon last year

Combine the sentences:

The seat belt came undone. I flew out of the seat. My head hurts.
DOL Assignment #91

Fix the mistakes:

dont make me do state testing george yelled you must she insisted

Combine the sentences:

I think I am sick. My eyes itch. My nose is running. I am tired.
DOL Assignment #92

Fix the mistakes:

saddam hussein blows up the tanker
and then he builded it back

Combine the sentences:

Prices are high. Gas is in short supply.
Stations have long lines.
Fix the mistakes:

me hair feel dirty and full of gunk said
jim well warsh it out she said

Combine the sentences:

The shampoo smells great. It reminds me of her. It makes me happy.
DOL Assignment #94

Fix the mistakes:

i is not willin to paints yer house fer free bo jangles said

Combine the sentences:

The paint is peeling. The house looks ugly. The paint is faded.
DOL Assignment #95

Fix the mistakes:

no dont tare down the gap she said as her husband cheers

Combine the sentences:

The shirt is expensive. It is “cool.” It might make me popular.
DOL Assignment #96

Fix the mistakes:
officer hatchet yelled freeze punk
and johnny dropped his ice cream

Combine the sentences:
The ice cream is splattered. It fell on the ground. I stepped in it.
**DOL Assignment #97**

**Fix the mistakes:**

brittney sangs like a sick mule and needs to wears more clothes

**Combine the sentences:**

How did she become famous? She can’t sing. She isn’t very bright.
DOL Assignment #98

Fix the mistakes:

i hate pullin them weeds when them thorns sticks me in the thumbs

Combine the sentences:

The car is red. The car is fast. Quit drooling on the shiny paint.
DOL Assignment #99

Fix the mistakes:

she screamed give me the donut you mongrel mutt but I ignored her

Combine the sentences:

Donuts are the best. I like them too.

We must be related to Homer.
Fix the mistakes:

i cants believe it the year is over josh said as he rans out the door

Combine the sentences:

Summer is here. What will I do? I am so excited! What possibilities!
YEA!
You finished 100 daily warm ups!